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PRECAST/PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

Design Resources
PCI develops, maintains, and disseminates the Body of Knowledge for designing, fabricating, and constructing precast concrete structures 

and systems. It is from this Body of Knowledge that building codes, design guides, education, and certification programs are derived. 

Please visit www.pci.org for all of these design resources and more.

Architectural Precast Concrete 
Color and Texture Selection 
Guide, 2nd Edition (CTG-10) 
The “Architectural Precast Concrete—Color and 
Texture Selection Guide” has been reprinted 
with 12 new color and texture pages, plus 
identification pages with mixture designs. This 
includes nine new color pages with two new 
colors per page, two pages of new formliners, 
and one page of new clay brick-faced precast. 
The numbers in the guide have not been changed, so that there is no confusion 
between the old and the new versions. This is a visual guide to assist architects 
in the initial selection of color and texture for architectural precast concrete. 
Illustrating more than 500 colors and textures for enhancing the aesthetic quality 
of precast concrete panels, the guide is an extension of the information included 
in the architect-oriented Architectural Precast Concrete manual (MNL-122). 
Cements, pigments, coarse and fine aggregates, and texture or surface finish 
with various depths of exposure were considered in creating the 287 6.75- by 11-
in. color plates, the majority of which display two finishes on the same sample. 
The materials used to produce the samples are identified in the back of the guide 
for handy reference. The three-ring binder has removable inserts.

Precast Prestressed Concrete 
Parking Structures: Recommended 
Practice for Design and Construction, 
3rd Edition (MNL-129-15; e-pub)
Decades of research have proven that precast, 
prestressed concrete is a cost effective, durable 
solution for parking structures. Over 140 pages 
present the latest concepts in design and 
construction, including 16 pages of full-color 
photography and many details and design 
examples. This is the most comprehensive 
publication of its kind.

Architectural Precast Concrete,  
3rd Edition (MNL-122) 
This fully revised edition includes new sections 
on sustainability, condensation control, and 
blast resistance. You’ll get extensive updates 
in the areas of color, texture, finishes, weather, 
tolerances, connections, and windows, along 
with detailed specifications to meet today’s 
construction needs. Includes full-color photographs and a bonus DVD.

Designer's Notebooks – Free 
The PCI Designer’s Notebooks provide detailed, in-depth information on 
precast concrete relevant to specific design topics such as acoustics, 
mold, and sustainability.
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